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INTRODUCTION
Maintaining appropriate heat transfer in the steel continuous casting mold is critical to strand surface quality [1-3], mold life [4],
casting productivity [5] and operating safety in preventing breakouts [6,7]. Considerable research on mold heat transfer has been
based on computational modeling and numerical simulations. However, with advances in mold instrumentation and data
collection, plant measurements can be analyzed to investigate these phenomena in actual operation. Most research on this
topic investigated the effect of mold heat transfer on quality and breakouts considering a particular casting variable, such as
mold powder properties, casting speed, or steel composition [6-9]. Xia et al [7] investigated the dependence of integral heat flux
on these casting variables, and used the results to analyze breakouts. Cicutti et al [8] developed an equation to predict mold
heat flux (averaged over the hot face) as a function of these casting variables by performing multiple regression using data
collected from a conventional slab caster producing low and medium carbon steels. Hetch et al [9] studied the effect of super
heat, oscillation mark depth and mold powder consumption in addition to the effect of steel composition on mold heat
removal, and investigated surface quality of crack sensitive steel grades as a function of mold heat flux. These papers all
studied conventional slab casters. Santillana [10] et al studied the effect of casting powder and mold plate thickness on mold
heat transfer in a thin slab caster, using plant measurements and the CON1D model[11] to simulate temperature in the strand
and mold.
Data analysis techniques are extensively used to identify relationships between process variables and in developing models
for predicting process outcomes [7-9]. In continuous casting of steel, there are significant opportunities for comprehensive
study of plant measurements of the wide range of casting variables and their relationship to safety, quality, and production
goals. This paper applies data fundamental analysis methods to predict mold heat flux in a thin slab caster as a function of
casting conditions, based on extensive plant measurements of over 2 years at the Nucor steel mill in Decatur, AL. Different
empirical equations to predict mold heat flux are developed with nonlinear multiple regression analysis. Based on statistical
analysis, the models are evaluated and compared with a previous equation in the literature. The best models are presented,
and can be applied to predict mold heat transfer in future work to understand and improve the continuous casting process.

METHODOLOGY
The Nucor Decatur steel mill has two Compact Strip Production (CSP) slab casters with a slab thickness of 90 mm,
respectively called the North and South casters. The mill maintains a large data base of measurements of various conditions
in the casters, most recorded every 5 seconds. The goal of the present work is to utilize this database to learn about and model
the relationships between heat flux in the mold and these measurements. First, the effect of individual casting conditions on
mold heat flux is studied by selectively filtering the data so that all other pertinent casting conditions are as constant as
possible. Then, a model to predict mold heat flux as a function of casting variables is developed using nonlinear multiple
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regression. This is accomplished in four steps: data extraction, data pre-processing, model development, and evaluating the
models.
Data extraction
Since the molds of continuous casters are constantly cooled by water, the spatially-averaged heat flux extracted from a mold
hot face (hereafter simply called mold heat flux) at a given time can be calculated from measurements of the volumetric flow
rate and temperature rise of the cooling water as

Q

G   w  Cw  T 6.794 105  G  T

W Z
106  60  W  Z

(1)

where Q is the heat flux (MW/m2), G is the flow rate (l/min),  w is the density (kg/l), Cw is the specific heat
capacity (J/kg °C), and  T is the temperature rise ( °C) of the cooling water for a mold face with working (i.e. in contact
with steel) length Z (m) and strand width W (m).
Measurement data is stored in the Level II database of the Nucor mill. Structured Query Language (SQL) is employed to
extract the required data, which is located in different tables of the database. The query utilizes appropriate candidate keys
(primary columns such as heat number) to cross-reference the data from different tables and to reduce the run time.
This work analyzed 16,000 heats on each caster over 2 years, covering a wide range of operating conditions. A heat at
Nucor Decatur typically lasts around 50 minutes. To characterize the measurements of casting conditions during each heat,
the measured data were averaged over a 10 minute interval, starting 20 minutes after ladle open so as to exclude transient
effects during ladle changes. Heats that did not last this long, for example due to a breakout occurring, were not included.
Data at every 5 seconds were extracted using SQL code and the average, maximum, and minimum of the 120 measurements
over the 10 minute interval were computed and saved. In addition, the standard deviation was calculated for the mold level.
The mold powder properties are reported by plant metallurgists, including the breakpoint temperature (which is considered a
measure of the crystallization or melting temperature), and the viscosity. The final version of the query contains 150 lines of
SQL code and takes less than 50 seconds to collect 2 years of data.
Data preprocessing
Pre-processing is a very crucial step in data modeling, in order to remove incomplete, noisy and inconsistent data that would
distort the final model. To restrict the study to heats with steady casting conditions and reliable measurements, “primary
filters” were applied, which required each selected heat to satisfy the conditions summarized in Table I. In the table,
“variation” is the difference between the maximum and minimum measured value during the 10 minute interval selected for
each heat.
Table I. North caster: Primary filters for casting variables
Casting variable

Filter criterion

Constant casting speed
Mold powder type
Constant mold width
Realistic super heat
Realistic mold level standard deviation

variation in Vc ≤ 2 mm/s
excluding trial powders
variation in W ≤ 1 mm
0 ≤ s ≤ 50 °C
l ≤ 3 mm

Remaining heats
(of 14135 total)
13137
13125
10723
10558
10556

Box plots and density plots for the collected data are shown in Figure 1, to visualize the distribution of values for each
variable. To investigate the influence of each casting condition individually, by keeping the other conditions as constant as
possible, a secondary filter is applied to every variable except for the one under investigation. A good secondary filter for a
given variable (when not under individual investigation) should leave a large number of heats, with all measurements falling
within a narrow range.
The secondary filters used in this work are given in Table II. The properties of the casting powders are tabulated in Table III.
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Figure 1. Box plots and density plots presenting data distribution of casting variables for fixed face
of North caster at Nucor mill for two years
Table III. Mold powder properties

Table II. North caster: Operating conditions and secondary filters
for casting variables

Casting variable
Casting speed (m/min)
Carbon percent (%)
Mold powder
Mold width (mm)
Super heat (°C)
Mold plate thickness (mm)
Mold level standard
deviation (mm)

Measurement
range (after
primary filters)
2.27 - 3.71
0.015 - 0.507
see Table III
877.6 - 1668.8
6.45 - 46.74
31.0 - 36.5

Range for
secondary filter
3.02 - 3.05
0.0348 - 0.0545
P4
1540 - 1590
27 - 33
33.5

0 - 2.8

0.447 - 0.615

Powder
P1

Basicity
1.09

(calculated at 1300 °C)
Viscosity Break point
(Pa-s)
temperature (°C)
0.07
1108

P2

1.09

0.06

1124

P3

1.05

0.08

1147

P4

1.00

0.08

1129

P5

1.33

0.02

1158

P6

1.25

0.04

1127

P7

1.25

0.04

1128

Model development
The model development step starts by assuming a general structure for equations to predict mold heat flux as a function of
casting variables. In general, numerical tools can determine parameters for the model that best fit the measurements, but not
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the structure of the model. For this work, the structure was partly based on an equation developed by Cicutti [8], stated in the
literature:


  0.107  %C  2  
1.19

Q  4.63 106   0.09  TFlow
 Vc0.47  1  0.152  exp   
  0.027   






(2)

where Q is the mold heat flux (kW/m2),  is the mold slag viscosity (Pa-s), TFlow is the “melting temperature” of the
powder (°C), Vc is the casting speed (m/min), and %C is the carbon amount (weight %). The expression inside parentheses
accounts for the known drop in mold heat flux for peritectic steels. The predicted drop in heat flux is a bell-shaped (Gaussian)
curve over Carbon content. The bell curve has a minimum at 0.107 weight % Carbon, where it subtracts a fraction of
0.152 (15.2 %) of the heat flux relative to a non-peritectic steel under the same conditions. The value 0.027 controls the width
of the heat flux drop.
The current work extends the Cicutti equation to include other parameters according to the following structure:
2
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(3)

where Q is the predicted mold heat flux (MW/m2). The fitting parameters xi, i = 1, 2, .., 9 are chosen to best match the
measurements. The variables, or measurements used as a basis for the prediction, are casting speed Vc (m/min), mold slag
viscosity  (Pa-s), break point temperature of the powder Tbreak (°C), width of the slab W (mm) , temperature
superheat s (°C), thickness of the mold plate t (mm), standard deviation of the mold level l (mm), and carbon
amount %C (weight %). Rather than using Cicutti’s expression to incorporate the heat flux drop for peritectic steels, Eq. 3
gives this drop as a function of %C, including the effects of other alloys from the relation of Blazek et al [12]. Specifically, C A
and CB determine the range of peritectic steels depending upon the measured composition of each heat as follows.

C A  0.0896  0.0458 Al  0.0205Mn  0.0077 Si  0.0223 Al 2  0.0239 Ni  0.0106 Mo 
0.0134V  0.0032Cr  0.00059Cr 2  0.0197W
CB  0.1967  0.0036 Al  0.0316 Mn  0.0103Si  0.1411Al 2  0.05 Al  Si  0.0401Ni 
0.03255Mo  0.0603V  0.0024Cr  0.00142Cr 2  0.00059Cr  Ni  0.0266W

(4)

(5)

where Al , Mn , Si , etc., are the element weight percentages of the steel composition in each heat.
Then, non-linear regression analysis is performed in MATLAB [13] to find the best fit values for the parameters that minimize
the error (specifically the sum of squares of the differences between each measured heat flux and the predicted value from
Eq. 3) using the 10556 heats after applying primary filters.
The minimization is performed using fminsearch function in MATLAB which employs the Nelder-Mead Simplex
algorithm [14]. This function is sensitive to the initial guess. Therefore, to determine a good initial guess, a linear regression is
first performed in Microsoft Excel, by taking the logarithm to make Eq. 3 linear. Then, nonlinear regression is performed in
MATLAB for 100 initial guesses randomly distributed in the neighborhood of the linear best fit.
Initially, the significance of each of the eight casting variables included in Eq. 3 on mold heat flux is not clear. So, to find the
best model, this analysis is performed with different combinations of casting variables. With eight variables, there are 256
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different potential models, considering all possible combinations. Rather than test every combination, stepwise forward
selection is used. Models are developed in a sequence, beginning with a model with only one casting variable. In each
subsequent model, the one new casting variable that results in least RSS error is added into the equation [15].
Model evaluation
Among the different models from this stepwise forward selection, the best model is selected, accounting both for accuracy
and simplicity, based on statistical measures, namely the residual sum of squares (RSS) and Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC).

The residual sum of squares (RSS) is a measure of discrepancy between the data and estimation model. It is calculated as the
sum of squares of the differences between the observed and predicted values.
n

RSS   ( yi  f ( xi ))2

(6)

i 1

where yi is the observed value and f ( xi ) is the model predicted value, and n is the total number of observations. A smaller
RSS indicates a better fit.
The coefficient of determination (R2) is the ratio of explained variation to the total variation of the data and expresses the
goodness of fit of a regression as follows.
n

R  1
2

 (y
i 1

i

 f ( xi )) 2

n

 (y
i 1

i

, y

 y )2

1 n
 yi
n i 1

(7)

R 2 always lies between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating a perfect prediction of all data, and 0 indicating extreme variability. In this
work, it is only employed to examine the relationship between mold heat flux and individual casting variables.
It is always possible to decrease RSS by increasing the number of variables in the model, even if the variable does not really
contribute to the accuracy of the prediction. Other statistical measures, such as AIC, which penalizes adding insignificant
variables, are better for comparing different model structures.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [16] is a measure of the relative quality of a statistical model. The AIC for a model is,

AIC  2L  2k

(8)

where L is the maximum likelihood of the measured data occurring given the “best” possible set of parameters, and k is the
number of parameters. Using RSS as a measurement of the total error, the maximum likelihood corresponds to the smallest
possible RSS, i.e. with the best fit parameters. Using this minimum RSS, the maximum log-likelihood value can be
calculated as
n  RSS 
L   ln 
(9)

2  n 
AIC measures the trade-off between the goodness of fit and complexity of the model. A smaller AIC indicates a better model.
The models are developed using fixed face of Nucor North caster, which is treated as training data. The models are then
tested with data from the loose face of the North caster and both faces of the South caster. The performance of the optimum
model to predict mold heat flux is then compared to the Cicutti prediction (Eq. 2) for the fixed faces of North and South
casters.
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MODEL VERIFICATION
Before developing a practical model with the complete database, the procedure for choosing best fit parameters described in
the previous section is verified with a known equation, calculating the average heat flux for 1000 heats assuming a mold heat
flux model form:

Q  x1  G x2  T x3  W x4

(10)

where G is the water flow rate (l/min),  T is the rise in water temperature (°C) , and W is the mold width (m).
The influence of each of the above chosen variables on mold heat flux is shown in Figures 2-4. Regressions using only
one ( G ), two ( G and  T ), and all three variables are shown in Figures 5-7 to illustrate the use of AIC in judging the
model. With the addition of each variable, AIC drops indicating an improved model. There is only a moderate drop when the
second variable is included, but a large drop when all three variables are included. This illustrates a problem in modelling
nonlinear relationships, that it is difficult to separate the effects of the parameters. In addition, trends may appear weak and
predictions poor if even one important and cross-correlated variable is missing from the model.

1000 heats

Figure 2. Increase in heat flux with water
flow rate
Predicted heat flux (MW/m2)

3

Figure 3. Variation in heat flux with
rise in water temperature
3

1000 heats

Figure 4. Variation in heat flux with
mold width
3

1000 heats

1000 heats

2.5

2.5

2.5

2

2

2

1.5
1.5

2
2.5
Actual heat flux (MW/m2)

1.5
1.5

3

Figure 5. Regression with only water flow
rate as a variable. AIC = -3730

2
2.5
Actual heat flux (MW/m2)

3

Figure 6. Regression with water flow
rate and rise in temperature as
variables. AIC = -3920

1.5
1.5

2
2.5
Actual heat flux (MW/m2)

3

Figure 7. Regression with all 3
variables. AIC = -14337. Perfect
match of predicted heat flux with
actual heat flux

The best fit for xi are 7.973 105 (  6.794105 /0.850 ), 1, 1 and -1 respectively which exactly match those of the original
equation (Eq. 1), given the fixed working mold length of 850 mm. Thus, the procedure is reliable.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heat extraction from the four mold faces is compared in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows larger heat flux from the wide faces
than the narrow faces, in agreement with previous studies [8]. Figure 9 shows that there is no significant difference in the heat
flux extracted between fixed and loose wide faces. Therefore, model development was performed using only the fixed face
data. The loose face was used as testing data for comparing the developed models.

Figure 8.Total of average heat flux on two narrow faces versus
total of average heat flux on two wide faces

Figure 9. Comparison of heat flux between loose and
fixed sides of wide face

Influence of individual variables
In order to investigate the influence of each of the eight casting variables on mold heat flux, the effect of other casting
parameters must be made as insignificant as possible. In the current work, this was done by applying respective secondary
filters to make all variables, except the one under study, as constant as possible, as described in the methodology section.

Figure 10. Average heat flux plotted
against mold width after applying
primary filters

Figure 11. Variation of casting speed
with mold width after applying primary
filters

Figure 12. Variation of heat flux with
mold with after applying secondary
filters

An illustration of why this is important is provided in Figures 10-12. In Figure 10, the heat flux is plotted against mold width
for every heat in the entire data set, with only primary filters applied to ensure reliable, steady measurements. The linear
regression shows that heat flux tends to decrease with mold width. However, intuitively, with increasing mold width, low
heat flux at the corners will become less important as high heat flux at the region of good contact over the rest of the wide
face becomes larger. Thus mold heat flux is expected to increase with increase in mold width, which is opposite of what is
seen in the data. Figure 11 offers an explanation for this, showing cross-correlation between casting speed and mold width.
The common practice is to decrease casting speed as mold width increases to maintain constant throughput for quality
reasons. Since heat flux has a stronger dependence on casting speed, this leads to a net decrease in heat flux with increasing
mold width as seen in Figure 10. However, Figure 12 shows that, when secondary filters are applied to make casting speed
constant, there is a small positive correlation observed between heat flux and mold width, as expected.
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There are other cross-correlations in the data, related to mold powders. Specific mold powders are selected for particular
grades, and some mold powders are related in composition, leading to related properties (viscosity and break point). Also,
there are only a small number of powders in the data set after primary filtering, so sparseness of data may also lead to false
correlations. These are accounted for by studying measurements for only a single powder, using the secondary filters.
Casting speed
Casting speed has the most significant influence on mold heat flux, as observed in Figure 13, which is well known from
many previous studies [7,8,17]. As casting speed is increased, the residence time of the steel in the mold decreases. This makes
the solidifying steel shell thinner, causing steeper temperature gradients, leading to higher heat flux. The resistance to heat
flow across the gap between the shell and mold also decreases, owing to the drop in mold powder consumption (kg/m2) [11] .

Figure 13. Increase in mold average heat flux with increase
in casting speed

Figure 14. Effect of carbon on average heat flux

Carbon content
It is well known [7-9,18] that less heat is removed for peritectic steels compared to lower and higher carbon steels. The larger
contraction of the steel during the peritectic phase change increases the gap between the shell and mold face resulting in
lower heat flux. However, the Nucor Decatur mill does not cast peritectic steels. As shown in Figure 14, this effect cannot be
observed from the data. For general application of the model to other casters, the term and variable (%C) accounting for this
effect of steel composition was retained.
Mold powder properties
Mold powder properties are known to have a considerable influence on mold heat flux [7,8,19]. In this work, the different mold
slag properties are characterized by the viscosity and break point temperature. Figure 15 shows that, as reported in the
literature [19], higher break point temperature correlates with a lower heat flux. This heat flux drop occurs because a thicker
solidified slag layer forms between the liquid slag layer and the mold, which increases the gap resistance.

Figure 15. Mold heat flux decreases as break point
temperature of mold powder increases
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Figure 16. Variation of mold heat flux with viscosity of
mold powder
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Figure 16 shows a very slight effect of mold heat flux increasing with increasing slag viscosity. This disagrees with
previously reported results [7,8,19] that higher viscosity is related to lower heat flux. This is likely due to cross-correlations and
the small data set for mold powders, as described previously.
Mold width
Figure 17 shows a small increase in mold heat flux with increasing mold width. As discussed at the beginning of this section,
this is likely due to the drop in heat flux at the mold corners becoming less important as the length of the region of good
contact increases.

Figure 17. Influence of mold width on mold heat flux

Figure 18. Effect of super heat on mold heat flux

Superheat
Figure 18 shows that mold heat flux increases very slightly with increasing superheat of the incoming liquid steel. This is
expected because the higher corresponding liquid temperatures at the top surface should lessen meniscus freezing and hook
formation, leading to shallower oscillation marks and less gap resistance. However, superheat temperature is measured in the
tundish, leading to scatter, so the observed effect is very small, even after making other casting parameters as constant as
possible to isolate the effect. This is in agreement with a previous study [9] which showed little effect of superheat on mold
heat flux.
Mold level standard deviation
Figure 19 shows that increasing level fluctuations (as indicated by the standard deviation in mold level), leads to slightly
lower heat flux. This is expected because higher mold level fluctuations result in deeper oscillation marks, increasing gap
resistance, and thus reducing mold heat flux. As the standard deviation is less than 1 mm, the deviation measurements appear
to be filtered for the benefit of the mold level control system, before being stored in the database. This may be why this trend
is not observed in the data.

Figure 19. Variation of heat flux with mold level standard
deviations

Figure 20. Little effect of mold plate thickness on mold heat
flux
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Mold plate thickness
It is expected that as mold plate thickness decreases, the resistance to heat flow decreases slightly, resulting in higher heat
flux. Santillana et al [10] measured even higher than expected increase in mold heat flux as mold plate thickness decreases,
owing to the increased hot face temperature of the mold decreasing slag layer thickness and further decreasing resistance to
heat flow. But as shown in Figure 20, there appears to be little correlation between heat flux and measured mold plate
thickness in this data. The effect is confounded by possible cross correlations because water flow rate may be adjusted with
mold plate thickness.
In addition, plate thickness is measured only when the mold is changed, and therefore does not account for wear over the
course of a campaign. As a proxy for this wear, Figures 21-24 show mold heat flux over the four longest campaigns in the
data set plotted against the number of heats cast using that mold, using secondary filters for speed, composition and mold
powder to account for changing casting conditions. There is a weak negative relationship, which may be due to the wear
increasing surface roughness, and thus increasing gap resistance.

Figure 21. Slight decrease in
heat flux with heats on mold
for campaign 1

Figure 22. Effect not clearly
seen for campaign 2

Figure 23. Slight decrease in
heat flux with heats on mold
for campaign 3

Figure 24. Slight decrease in
heat flux with heats on mold
for campaign 4

Model development and evaluation
The procedure described in the methodology section is performed to find best fit parameters for different combinations of
casting variables. The results are summarized in Table IV. The successive models are developed through stepwise forward
selection, meaning that the single variable that most decreases RSS is added to make the next model. The exception to this is
the carbon term, as discussed below. RSS Error and AIC at each step illustrate the significance of the casting variable added.
As discussed in the individual effects section, some of these variables have strong cross-correlations with each other. These
make it difficult for numerical techniques to converge to a unique set of best-fit parameters. There may be more than one set
of best-fit parameters that give similar predictions. Therefore, including cross-correlated variables together, such as width and
casting speed, may improve predictions of heat flux. However, it is difficult to extract conclusions about the underlying
physics.
As seen above and in the literature, casting speed has a clear, strong influence on the average mold heat flux. Therefore, the
first, simplest model is fitted with casting speed alone. Although the effect of carbon is not detectable with the current data
set as peritectics are not cast at Nucor Decatur, for general application of the model to other casters, the carbon term is
important. Therefore, the second model included casting speed and the expression accounting for drop in heat flux for
peritectic grades. RSS did not decrease and AIC increased from model 1 to model 2, due to the lack of data, but the peritectic
expression is included in the remaining models for generality to other casters.
The remaining variables were added in stepwise order. A decrease in RSS and AIC with the addition of break point
temperature, width, viscosity and mold level deviation in the respective order indicate their inclusion is significant. But the
contribution of viscosity and mold level deviation is very small. In fact, though heat flux appeared to have little correlation
with viscosity, as shown in Figure 16, model 5 shows that there is a weak decrease in heat flux as viscosity increases. Based
on AIC, model 8 appears to be the best predictive model.
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Table IV. Different equations with statistical estimates
Equation

RSS
Error

AIC

1

Q  1.197  Vc0.544

142.24

-45461.65

2

2


 C A + CB
 

%C


 
2
Q  1.411  Vc0.544   1 - 0.152 × exp  -0.0 × 
 


 (C B - C A )   



  



142.24

-45460.02

3

2


 C A  CB
 

 %C   


-1.434 
2
Q  33.708  103  Vc0.543  Tbreak
 1  0.152  exp  0.0  
 


 (CB  C A )   



  



125.67

-46765.49
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2


 C A  CB
 

C

%


 
1.462
2
Q  22.747  103  Vc0.613  Tbreak
 W 0.070  1  0.152  exp  0.0  
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122.54

-47030.08

5
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1.845
2
Q  3.128  105  Vc0.620  Tbreak
 W 0.072  μ -0.017  1  0.152  exp  0.021  
 

(
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121.28

-47137.06
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2


 C A  CB
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1.759
2
Q  1.788  105  Vc0.618  Tbreak
 W 0.068   0.014  l 0.008  1  0.152  exp  0.0  
 


 (CB  C A )   



  



120.81

-47175.74

7

2


 C A  CB
 

C
%



 
1.827
2
Q  2.848  105  Vc0.615  Tbreak
 W 0.063   0.015  l 0.08  s 0.015  1  0.152  exp  0.002  
 


 (CB  C A )   



  



120.57

-47194.59

120.23

-47222.49

8

2


 C A  CB
 

 %C   


1.905
2
Q  6.241  105  Vc0.619  Tbreak
 W 0.065   0.016  l 0.009  s 0.011  t -0.072  1  0.152  exp  0.021  
 

(
C


B  CA )


  



 



Another measure of performance of the new model equations, originally fit to data from the fixed face of the North caster, is
to test their accuracy in predicting the loose face of the North caster and both faces of the South caster. Figure 25 compares
the RSS errors for these models and Cicutti’s equation (Eq. 2) on these four mold faces. The models developed in the current
work give better predictions than the Cicutti equation. Due to symmetry between the faces, these models predict well for the
North caster loose face.
There is an increase in RSS for both faces of South caster on addition of mold level deviation, superheat, and mold plate
thickness. The respective variables may not have significant effect on heat flux, the effect may be different in magnitude
between the two casters, the way they are included in the equation could need modification, or the measurements may be too
inaccurate to discern the effect. For example, mold plate thickness is measured only at the start of a campaign, and whatever
wear occurs during the campaign is not measured.
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Figure 25. Performance of predicting equation on other casters; white markers are for models in Table IV, grey markers are
for Cicutti equation (Eq. 2)
Thus, model 5, which is the best model before the jump in RSS, is considered to be superior to the other equations with
respect to simplicity and accuracy shown again as follows.
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Predicted heatflux (MW/m2)

This model is compared with the Cicutti equation graphically for the fixed faces of the North and South casters in Figure 26.
The developed equation (Eq. 10) is clearly predicting better than the Cicutti equation.
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Figure 26.Comparison of new model 5 to Cicutti equation for fixed faces of North and South casters
The scatter still shows that this equation has room for improvement. One possibility is that the model needs to account for
other casting variables, like mold oscillation mark depth and frequency, which are not considered in the present work. Better
selection of casting variables, the structure of the model, and the handling of codependent variables could also lead to better
results.

CONCLUSIONS
Average mold heat flux over the wide face of a thin slab casting mold is investigated using measurements of eight casting
variables. Of the tested variables, casting speed has a clear, strong influence on heat flux. Break point temperature of mold
powder, mold width and powder viscosity have a weaker effect that was not seen individually, but was found through
nonlinear multiple regression of the data. The influence of carbon content is not observed because of non-availability of data
for peritectic steels. The effect of superheat, mold plate thickness, and mold level standard deviation are not evident in the
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data, although no conclusion can be drawn about whether this is due to an actual lack of relationship, or a weakness in the
data or methodology. An equation for predicting mold heat flux as a function of casting variables is developed. The
developed model matches Nucor Decatur’s casters better than the Cicutti equation, which was originally developed for a
thick slab caster. Though characteristic to the plant, the equation is expected to behave well on other casters, due to its good
performance on test data that was not used for model development. The results of this paper, being based on plant
measurements, provide a greater understanding of mold thermal behavior, and the methodology can be extended easily to
other casters and phenomena.
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